DOROTHY
DOROTHY

Leclerc produced 2 different models of Dorothy. The old one is 15" weaving width and the shaft frame outside width is 16 1/16". The newest one is 15 3/4" weaving width and the outside width of the shaft frame is 16 7/8"

WOOD

DT-B-1 Upright, post, with openings for levers
DT-B-2 Upright post without opening
DT-B-3 Front or back upper board
DT-B-4 Upper lateral. cross?member
DT-B-5 Lower lateral cross?member
DT-B-6 Front post
DT-B-7 Back post
DT-B-8 Breast or thread beam
DT-B-9 Round cross?beam
DT-B-10 Cloth or warp beam with ratchet wheel.
DT-B-11 Batten handtree
DT-B-12 Batten sley
DT-3639 beam stick (replacing the canvas apron)

METAL

DT-4139 Harness frame without heddle support
DT-422 heddle support
DT-A-3 Hook connecting harness to lever
DT-A-4 Shaft far lever catch
DT-A-530 Lever with white tab
DT-A-540 Lever with blue tab
DT-A-550 Lever with yellow tab
DT-A-560 Lever with red tab
DT-4079 Shaft for levers (with nylon spacers)
DT-A-6 Hook to keep loom in open position
DT-A-7 Ratchet pawl for cloth beam (long)
DT-A-8 Ratchet. pawl for cloth beam (short)
DT-A-9 Crank
DT-A-10 Shaft for left. side of the beam
DT-A-11 Batten sword

CAST-IRON
DT-F-1 Ratchet wheel

PLASTIC
DT-P-2 Lever catch
DT-5102 White tab for lever